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While several decades ago soft tissue sarcoma was often

managed as one disease, we now recognize that sarcoma is

an umbrella term encompassing almost 100 different

pathologies, each characterized by unique genetic aberra-

tions. In many ways, the field of sarcoma biology is on the

cutting edge of personalized medicine; we routinely use

histologic and molecular information to individualize

management algorithms. In this issue of Annals of Surgical

Oncology, Gronchi et al. present data collected over a 10-

year period, and describing outcomes after resection of

primary retroperitoneal sarcomas at the Instituto Nazionale

Tumori (INT) in Milan and the Institute Gustave Roussy

(IGR) in Paris. The study delineates rates of local and distal

recurrence as they associate with histology. The results

bring up numerous questions regarding our selection of

patients for surgery and adjuvant therapy, as well as the

manner in which we design and interpret clinical trials

seeking to optimize management of retroperitoneal

sarcomas.

For example, the results presented by Dr Gronchi and

colleagues demonstrate that retroperitoneal leiomyosar-

coma has a high propensity for distal recurrence (55 % of

patients in this series with 44 months’ follow-up). Very

few (5 %) were observed to have local recurrence without

distant recurrence. A similar rate of distal recurrence—

43 % at 5 years—was reported by Gladdy et al.1 The rate

continued to climb over time to 52 % at 10 years after

surgery. Data of this nature have significant implications

and can alter our approach to retroperitoneal leiomyosar-

coma. A 40–50 % distal rate of metastasis is similar to that

observed for large, high-grade extremity tumors.2 Patients

with these lesions are frequently considered for neoadju-

vant/adjuvant chemotherapy. Perhaps patients with

retroperitoneal leiomyosarcomas should be considered for

similar treatment. Similarly, if risk of local recurrence

without distal disease is as low as 5 %, then this subgroup

has little potential to benefit from neoadjuvant radiation. In

fact, one could argue that inclusion of leiomyosarcoma

patients in the ongoing EORTC phase III STRASS trial,

which examines the role of neoadjuvant radiation, will

compromise the power of a study in which the primary

endpoint is abdominal recurrence-free survival.3

There are limitations to this study. Follow-up is short

and, in some histologic subgroups, fewer than ten patients

remain to be analyzed 5 years after surgery. Some poten-

tially interesting points are not reported (e.g. do concurrent

local and distal recurrences occur in dedifferentiated lipo-

sarcoma or leiomyosarcoma?), and it is arguable that

patients undergoing R2 resection should have been exclu-

ded from analyses. However, in addition to the description

of leiomyosarcoma outcomes discussed above, many other

important points are made regarding the role of biology

in predicting outcome after resection of retroperitoneal

sarcomas. Well-differentiated liposarcomas do not metas-

tasize and, when removed by an experienced surgeon, rates

of local control are reasonable. Dedifferentiated liposar-

comas are associated with high rates of local recurrence

and distal metastases, whereas patients undergoing resec-

tion for solitary fibrous tumors generally do very well.

Unfortunately, despite providing useful information, the

paper cannot clarify the ongoing debate on whether

patients with retroperitoneal sarcomas benefit from exten-

ded resection (removal of contiguous but uninvolved

organs en bloc with tumor).4,5 It seeks to do so given the

excellent local recurrence rates achieved by these high-

volume surgeons who routinely perform compartmental

resection for primary retroperitoneal sarcoma. The basis for
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their argument that routine extended resection should be

performed lies in retrospective analyses of tumors treated

at the INT during a period when extended resection was

routine (2002–2011) versus those managed prior to 2002,

and a series of 385 retroperitoneal sarcomas resected at

IGR and retrospectively determined to have undergone

compartmental (extended) resection compared with simple

excision.6,7 In both studies, extended resection was asso-

ciated with improved rates of local recurrence. These

results were provocative; however, many arguments have

been advanced against the idea that extended resection is

superior. For example, the published series of extended

resection had short follow-up; extended resection is truly

feasible only for the small subset of tumors that do not

border great vessels, liver, or diaphragm; retroperitoneal

sarcomas rarely invade adjacent structures (e.g. invasion

was found in only 9 % of kidneys resected in conjunction

with retroperitoneal sarcoma); multivisceral resection car-

ries increased risk of perioperative morbidity; and chronic

renal insufficiency may preclude subsequent enrollment in

clinical trials.6,8,9 In a retrospective review of 177 retro-

peritoneal liposarcomas, resection of contiguous organs

other than the kidney was associated with increased local

and distal recurrence, presumably because contiguous

organ resection was also associated with larger tumors with

more aggressive biology.10 Additionally, in the current

series but not in the historical controls, the analysis of local

recurrence treated distal recurrence as a competing event, a

method that may underestimate the true rate of local

recurrence.

We have learned an enormous amount regarding the role

of surgery in the treatment of retroperitoneal sarcomas over

the last 20 years, aided by the development of databases

large enough to delineate the biology of these tumors.11 We

now recognize that surgical resectability is a predictor of

disease-specific survival,12 that multifocality means that

resection will rarely cure a patient,13 and that tumors that

recur quickly are unlikely to be effectively treated by

surgery.14 We know that in liposarcoma patients, normal-

appearing retroperitoneal fat may actually represent well-

differentiated disease and therefore we consider removing

all fatty tissue during tumor resection. From the work of

Gronchi et al. published in this edition of Annals of Sur-

gical Oncology, and from other recent reviews, we know

that histology predicts outcome.1,10 In short, we have sig-

nificantly improved our ability to identify patients most

likely to benefit from surgery, and this may well underlie

the observed improvement in patients undergoing extended

resection in recent series compared with patients who

underwent simple resection over a decade ago.

In fact, Dr. Bonvalot, Dr. Gronchi, and colleagues have

presented data that argue this point in their comparison

between their recent series of extended resections and

historical series.6,7 Across the series, absolute differences

in 5-year overall mortality were closely correlated with

absolute differences in rate of R2 resection (Fig. 1).6,7,12,15

These comparisons, as well as histology-based outcomes

presented by Gronchi et al., justify judicious use of

extended resection. Extended resection may not be justifi-

able for a disease such as leiomyosarcoma, where rates of

distal recurrence are high and local control is unlikely to be

the determinant of survival. Extended resection may be

more relevant for low-grade lesions such as well-differ-

entiated liposarcomas or grade II liposarcomas, where

survival is associated with local control. While outcomes

presented by Gronchi et al. raise provocative questions

regarding extended resection, associations seen in retro-

spective series are almost always driven by a bias in patient

selection. Only randomized trials or, assuming this fails,

carefully designed case-controlled studies specifically

designed to address these concerns can provide further

insight into the risk–benefit ratio of extended resection.

One last point should be made regarding outcomes in

patients with locally recurrent disease after extended

resection. In this small series, overall survival following

recurrence was particularly dismal compared with prior

analyses, and reoperations were rarely indicated. This will

clearly take more in-depth review as additional patients are

added to the cohort. One can imagine that after extended

resection, reoperation would be difficult and recurrences

would more often occur at the level of the porta hepatis or

central vessels. However, in carefully selected patients,

surgical resection of locally recurrent retroperitoneal sar-

coma has generally been associated with improved

outcomes compared with inoperable tumors. Rarely is it

observed, as in this analysis, that outcomes are similar for

inoperable patients and those undergoing surgical
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FIG. 1 Rates of complete resection and overall survival at 5 years

across eight historic series cited by Bonvalot et al.6 and in the current

study of Gronchi et al. published in this issue of Annals of Surgical

Oncology
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resection. Once the follow-up is longer, a great deal more

information will be available on factors influencing patient

selection for operation (e.g. multifocality, rate of recur-

rence) and on which patients do well after surgery; this

additional information will clarify treatment algorithms for

recurrent disease. We look forward to these reports from

our colleagues in the future.
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